Rules: Rules: Rules:
1. Use Highest average of Last Season Final or Current 21 game Highest average as of time of bowling.
2. Use Current Season Average if 10 pins over last seasons average, at time of bowling.
3. If No current average, or last years avg, Must use 220 Average.
4. Open to all USBC sanctioned bowlers. Non members may purchase unattached card for $30.00.
5. Tournament manager reserves right to rerate entrant before entry, All Rules 319 a,b,c,d are in effect,
Except previous prize winnings do not need to be reported 319e.
6. Entry Fee $110.00 = $40.00 Lineage, $50.00 Sgls Prize, $20.00 bracket Prize fee. Optional HG w/Hdcp $10.00

Vip Entry (If you bowled the 10 gamet Recieve Reduce Entry Fee $10.00 from Fees).
7. Sweeper Pays 1 out of 4 - Hdcp game pays 3 spots. - Top 4 spots in brackets pay cash.
8. Top 4 bowlers in brackets qualify for bracket prize fund.
9. Top 4 bowlers of sweeper roll off for championship. 4 vs 3, 3 vs 2, 2 vs 1, Until Winner is determined.
10. Championship Roll off will be run immediately following competition.
11. Brackets will be a one game hdcp match with hdcp winner advancing. All brackets use sweeper games in order
bowled until completed. In event of a tie (Next game is tie breaker with hdcp.)
12. Tournament will pay Cash at the conclusion of Bracket Competition and the Championship Roll off.
14. Must

have a Paid reservation to bowl, No walk ins allowed.

$20.00 Reserves Spot - non refundable, if you cancel. (30 entrants max)
If less than 15 entry reservations are recieved - sweeper may be cancelled & all prepaids will be returned.
Cancellation determination will be made by Manager evening prior to Tournament.
15. Tournament manager reserves the right to make any and all final decisions in the event of a dispute.
16. Condition will be the house shot. If added money is recieved, it will be added to the Prize Fund & or Backets.
17. We

No longer take Checks so bring cash, as tournament pays Cash at conclusion.
Tournament Manager Le Roy Krein
For Information Call 701 663-3779

Estimated
Prize Fund
based on 20
entries -

1. $ 350.00
2. $ 200.00
3. $ 180.00
4. $ 120.00
5. $ 120.00
$1000.00

Brackets
Estimated
based on 20
entries
brackets1. 150.00
2. 110.00
3. 80.00
4. 60.00
$ 400.00

